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Consolidation-Based Speech Translation and Evaluation Approach

Chiori HORI†a), Member, Bing ZHAO††, Stephan VOGEL††, Alex WAIBEL††,
Hideki KASHIOKA†, Nonmembers, and Satoshi NAKAMURA†, Member

SUMMARY The performance of speech translation systems combining
automatic speech recognition (ASR) and machine translation (MT) systems
is degraded by redundant and irrelevant information caused by speaker dis-
fluency and recognition errors. This paper proposes a new approach to
translating speech recognition results through speech consolidation, which
removes ASR errors and disfluencies and extracts meaningful phrases. A
consolidation approach is spun off from speech summarization by word
extraction from ASR 1-best. We extended the consolidation approach for
confusion network (CN) and tested the performance using TED speech and
confirmed the consolidation results preserved more meaningful phrases in
comparison with the original ASR results. We applied the consolidation
technique to speech translation. To test the performance of consolidation-
based speech translation, Chinese broadcast news (BN) speech in RT04
were recognized, consolidated and then translated. The speech translation
results via consolidation cannot be directly compared with gold standards
in which all words in speech are translated because consolidation-based
translations are partial translations. We would like to propose a new eval-
uation framework for partial translation by comparing them with the most
similar set of words extracted from a word network created by merging
gradual summarizations of the gold standard translation. The performance
of consolidation-based MT results was evaluated using BLEU. We also pro-
pose Information Preservation Accuracy (IPAccy) and Meaning Preserva-
tion Accuracy (MPAccy) to evaluate consolidation and consolidation-based
MT. We confirmed that consolidation contributed to the performance of
speech translation.
key words: speech translation, speech consolidation, TED speech, Chi-
nese broadcast news speech, Chinese-English translation, BLEU, IPAccy,
MPAccy

1. Introduction

In the past, we have worked on spoken language process-
ing system such as summarization of speech in meetings [1]
and broadcast news [2] and machine translation (MT) of
travel conversations in the C-star project [3], appointment
negotiation in the Verbmobil project [4], and dialogue in e-
commerce in the NESPOLE! Project [5]. The targets for
these tasks are mainly restricted domains. The state-of-
the-art speech recognition technology has been applicable
to real world situations especially in terms of vocabulary
size [6]. Now we are tackling domain unrestricted spoken
language processing.

A spoken language processing system needs to be
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combined with language processing and automatic speech
recognition (ASR) technologies. In the field of natural lan-
guage processing, Summarization [7], Machine Translation
(MT) [8], and Question Answering (QA) [9] on written text
with large vocabulary such as newspaper text and HTML
documents are being actively investigated using statistical
approaches. Such technologies are incorporated into speech
processing. However, written text is still difficult even if
huge corpora are available for calculating statistic models
and speech processing is even more complicated. The diffi-
culty in speech processing is mainly caused by the style of
spoken language being different from written text. Sponta-
neous speech includes colloquial expressions and ill-formed
sentences caused by spontaneous aspects such as incorrect
grammar, incomplete sentences, and redundant expressions
i.e., disfluencies, repetitions, and word fragments. In ad-
dition, ASR output is not always perfect and we also have
to handle recognition errors. There are mismatches between
training data for statistical models used in language process-
ing systems and ASR results of spontaneous speech.

Recently, spontaneous speech recognition has been
intensively investigated. English academic presentation
speech was recognized by adapting models of written text
to spoken language transcriptions [10]. To detect phenom-
ena in spoken language statistically, we need to collect spon-
taneous speech. Japanese academic presentation speech and
free talk with various topics are manually transcribed and
annotated precisely [11] and English broadcast news and
conversational telephone speech are annotated with mark-
ers such as edit words in the EARS project [12]. Both ASR
and language processing for domain unrestricted tasks have
been actively researched. Now we are working on domain
unrestricted speech translation tasks such as telephone con-
versations, lectures, meetings and broadcast news speech in
the STR-DUST (Speech Translation for Domain-Unlimited
Spontaneous Communication Tasks) project [13]. Accord-
ing to this research phase, we organized the International
Workshop on Speech Summarization for Information Ex-
traction and Machine Translation (IWSpS) [14], on spo-
ken language processing including Summarization, MT and
QA for domain unrestricted task. In this workshop, we at-
tempted to solve degradation of total performance due to
error-prone ASR results of spontaneous speech.

We have proposed speech consolidation as a process
which cleans up speech transcription to enhance the total
performance of spoken language processing. Speech con-
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solidation removes redundant information caused by dis-
fluencies and irrelevant information by recognition errors
from ASR results to alleviate mismatches between statisti-
cal models for spoken language processing and spontaneous
speech. A straightforward strategy to consolidate speech
recognition is to remove disfluent and unreliable phrases
from ASR results. To handle disfluency, such as fillers, repe-
titions, corrections and false starts, a disfluency removal ap-
proach has been proposed [15]. Additionally we also have to
handle recognition errors. Focusing on deleting misrecog-
nised Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV), OOV words are forcibly
recognized as a word in the ASR vocabulary and so not only
the OOV word itself but the words surrounded it are acci-
dentally misrecognized. Detecting OOV words is generally
difficult in domain unrestricted tasks. On the other hand,
confidence measures [16] can be applied to delete acous-
tically and linguistically unreliable phrases. However, the
meaning of consolidation results made by just removing un-
reliable phrases from ASR results based on the approaches
described above sometimes do not correspond to the origi-
nal meaning intended by the speaker. Consolidation should
preserve original meanings.

We have proposed a statistical summarization approach
which extracts words from transcriptions according to com-
pression ratios by focusing on 1) extracting important con-
tent words, 2) excluding redundant and irrelevant phrases,
and 3) concatenating words in this summarization approach
to maintain original meanings [2]. This approach accom-
plishes important information extraction and speech con-
solidation simultaneously. The preliminary experiments of
summarization-based translation shows that extraction of
more reliable phrases which preserve the original meaning
could contribute positively to the total performance of MT.
In this paper, we extend consolidation aspects in summa-
rization by combining functions 2) and 3). The consolida-
tion approach proposed here attempts to extract meaning-
ful phrases which maintain the original meanings as long as
possible without being given a compression ratio.

This paper reports preliminary experiment results for
a summarization-based speech translation in which English
news speech was translated into Chinese text in Sect. 2.
A speech consolidation approach is described in Sect. 3.
To evaluate the performance of consolidation, we pro-
pose an evaluation framework using gradual summariza-
tion networks based on Information Preservation Accuracy
(IPAccy) and Meaning Preservation Accuracy (MPAccy)
[19] in Sect. 4. Evaluation results of automatic speech con-
solidation on lecture speech in the international conference
recorded in the Translanguage English Database (TED) cor-
pus [17] are described in Sect. 5.

Furthermore, this paper presents a consolidation-based
speech translation system in which ASR [18], consolida-
tion [19] and statistical MT [20], [21] systems are cascaded.
Mandarin news speech in RT04 was recognized, consoli-
dated, and translated into English text. We evaluated both
intrinsic and extrinsic performance of the speech consoli-
dation i.e., consolidation accuracy and MT performance ef-

fected by consolidation, respectively. When evaluating the
consolidation-based speech translation, the speech transla-
tion results via consolidation cannot be directly compared
with the gold standard in which all words in speech are
translated. This is because consolidation-based translations
are partial translations and do not always preserve all infor-
mation in original speech. To evaluate such partial trans-
lations properly, this paper proposes an evaluation frame-
work by comparing with the most similar set of words ex-
tracted from a word network generated by merging gradual
summarizations of the gold standard translation based on
Meaning Preservation Accuracy (MPAccy) [22]. The evalu-
ation results for consolidation of Chinese BN is reported in
Sect. 5. The evaluation framework and the evaluation results
of consolidation-based translation is presented in Sects. 7
and 8, respectively.

2. Summarization-Based Speech Translation

A summarization approach extracts words from ASR out-
put according to a given compression ratio to maximize a
summarization score using a Dynamic Programming (DP)
technique. The summarization score indicating the appro-
priateness of a summarized sentence is defined as the sum
of the linguistic score L of the word string in the summarized
sentence, the word significance score I, the confidence score
C of each word in the original sentence and the word con-
catenation score Tr. The word concatenation score given by
SDCFG (Stochastic Dependency Context Free Grammar)
indicates a word concatenation probability determined by a
dependency structure in an original sentence.

Given a ASR result consisting of N words, W =

w1,w2, . . . ,wN , the summarization is performed by extract-
ing a set of M(M < N) words, V = v1, v2, . . . , vM , which
maximizes the score given by Eq. (1).

S (V)=
M∑

m=1

λLL(vm|v1 . . . vm−1) + λI I(vm) + λCC (vm)

+λT Tr(vm−1, vm), (1)

where λL, λI , λC and λT are weighting factors for balancing
among L, I, C, and Tr.

We tested whether the consolidation function in the
summarization could contribute to the quality of machine
translation in the IWSpS [14]. Five news stories, consist-
ing of 25 utterances on average, of CNN broadcast news
speech were transcribed and summarized at 40% and 70%
extraction ratio [2]. The word accuracy of the ASR re-
sults was 78.4%. The summarization results were translated
into Chinese using our statistical machine translation [20].
The translation results were evaluated by one human sub-
ject in terms of linguistically correctness (readability), ra-
tio of information preservation (extraction), correctness of
preserved information (correnctness) and quality in total
(whole). A Chinese native speaker read 250 Chinese sen-
tences translated from the transcription of English news
speech and ranked them from 1 to 5, with 5 being the best
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Fig. 1 Human judgment for machine translation of speech summariza-
tion results. TRS: manual transcription, REC: ASR results, SUB40 and
SUB70: manual summarization at 40% and 70% ratio, SUM40 and
SUM70: automatic summarization at 40% and 70%.

score.
Figure 1 shows the results of the human judgment.

Manual translation of manual transcription is a gold stan-
dard and given a score “5” as best translations. TRS and
REC represent translation of manual transcription and ASR
results respectively. SUB and SUM represent manual sum-
marization and automatic summarization respectively. The
suffix numbers, i.e., 40 and 70, are summarization ratios.

The quality of 40% manual summarization is given the
best score in all conditions among 6 groups, while the qual-
ity of the full translation using ASR results is always given
the lowest score. These results indicate removing disfluent
and unreliable phrase, which preserving original meaning
has the potential to enhance the performance of MT.

Furthermore, we found another benefit in summariza-
tion based translation. The state-of-the-art technology of
statistical MT does not work well especially when trans-
lating language pairs which have totally different syntactic
structures. The current word reordering model is not enough
to handle this problem. In our results, the quality of 40%
summarization is much better than that of 70% in all eval-
uation points. This is because English-Chinese translation
has a reordering problem and longer sentences are liable to
be translated worse than shorter ones.

3. Speech Consolidation

3.1 Consolidation Approach

In consolidation, removing recognition errors, retaining as
much information of the original sentence as possible and
reconstructing a fluent sentence are important factors. There
is no restriction by giving a compression ratio like summa-
rization. We modify the summarization score to function for
effective consolidation as

S (V)=
M∑

m=1

{λLL(vm|v1 . . . vm−1) + λCC (vm)

+sp · d (vm−1, vm) + ip}, (2)

Fig. 2 An example of confusion network.

where sp is a skip penalty (sp < 0); d(vm−1, vm) is the num-
ber of skipped words between vm−1 and vm; ip is a insertion
penalty. We proposed a dependency score to avoid concate-
nating two words which do not have a dependency struc-
ture [2]. However, dependency detection of spontaneous
speech is still challenging. We used the skip penalty instead
of the dependency score in this study. The sp is incorporated
to avoid connecting two words located a long distance apart
in the original sentence. While the insertion penalty (ip) is
incorporated to avoid high compression of the original sen-
tence (i.e. low summarization ratio) because high compres-
sion of a sentence often alters the meaning of the sentence.

The linguistic score L(vm|v1, . . . , vm−1) indicates the ap-
propriateness of the word strings in a summarized sentence.
It is measured by the logarithmic value of a trigram prob-
ability P(vm|vm−2, vm−1). For consolidation, since we focus
only on connectivity between words, we use an adjusted tri-
gram probability P(vm|vm−2, vm−1)/P(vm) instead of the reg-
ular trigram. This normalized trigram removes the influence
of frequency and represents only word concatenation cor-
rectness.

The confidence score C(vm) is incorporated in the
above equation to weight acoustically as well as linguisti-
cally reliable hypotheses. Specifically, a posterior proba-
bility of each transcribed word, that is the ratio of a word
hypothesis probability to that of all other hypotheses, is cal-
culated using a word graph obtained by a decoder and used
as the confidence measure. In this study, we use a confusion
network [24] instead of a word graph since more accurate
posterior probabilities are derived from confusion networks.

3.2 Consolidation of Confusion Network

A DP technique for speech summarization can directly be
applied to speech consolidation. However, the algorithm is
only for a 1-best hypothesis in speech recognition. In this
work, we extended the algorithm to find the best consolida-
tion result from among multiple hypotheses represented in a
confusion network [24]. The extended algorithm has the po-
tential to reduce recognition errors by reselecting the words
in the network through the consolidation.

A confusion network is a compact representation of
multiple hypotheses generated in speech recognition. Fig-
ure 2 shows an example of the confusion network. Com-
pared to a word lattice/graph, it is more compact since it ig-
nores the connectivity of adjacent words and discards time
information of each word. We assume that all sentences in-
cluded in a confusion network begin with “<s>” and end
with “</s>”. Let N be the length of the confusion network,
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Table 1 An example of a manual consolidation.

REF: manual transcription and CON: manually consolidated ASR
output, bold and italic words indicate recognition errors and phrases
bracketed are removed.

i.e. the number of confusion sets. The confusion set consists
of a set of competing words in one column as in Fig. 2.

For example, the first confusion set includes only
“<s>”, and the second set includes “um”, “ah”, “a”, and
“@”. The symbol “@” is a special word indicating a possi-
bility of deletion. In a confusion network, a posterior proba-
bility is attached to every word. The sum of the probabilities
in each confusion set becomes 1. The algorithm of confu-
sion network based consolidation is described in Appendix
A.

4. Evaluation Framework for Consolidation

4.1 Gold Standard Based on Manual Consolidation

The most ideal gold standards for each ASR results are pre-
pared by humans. Table 1 shows an example of manual con-
solidation. 1-best of ASR output was manually consolidated
by deleting disfluent expressions and phrases which have
the different meaning from the manual transcription. Since
recognition errors can be changed under different recogni-
tion conditions, we need gold standards for each recogni-
tion result. However, such gold standards prepared for each
recognition result are very expensive. To alleviate this la-
bor, this paper proposes an evaluation method using gradual
summarization networks.

4.2 Gold Standard Based on a Gradual Summarization
Network

The goal of consolidation is to extract meaningful phrases
which preserve part of the original meaning from ASR out-
puts by removing recognition errors and meaningless frag-
ments. To generate gold standards for this goal, we can
delete substitution and insertion errors from ASR results
by comparing with manual transcriptions at the beginning.
Supposing an utterance (TRS) is misrecognized as ASR in
Table 2, we can delete recognition errors i.e., “boot” and
“chill” from TRS. We denote the word string excluding
recognition errors as DEL.

Although the DEL consists of only words which are
recognized correctly, some fragments, i.e. “The”, “in” still
remain in the DEL. To obtain a gold standard for consoli-
dation, we also need to delete such meaningless fragments

Table 2 Example of ASR and consolidation results.

TRS: transcription, ASR: recognition results,
DEL: ASR results excluding errors, CON: consolidation results

Table 3 Example of gradual summarization.

ORG: manual transcription, GRD: gradual summarization of ORG

Fig. 3 Example of a gradual summarization network.

from the DEL. Humans can delete such fragments by con-
sidering the context, and get the ideal consolidation result
(CON), i.e. the gold standard. However, since human la-
bor for consolidating each ASR result is too expensive, we
need to clean up such fragments automatically. When de-
pendency structure of the TRS is known, it is not difficult
to detect fragments. However the dependency structure of
spoken language is still difficult to estimate accurately. In
this evaluation, we use gradual summarization networks.

The gradual summarization is done manually by re-
moving modifiers gradually to retain the original meaning
of TRS as much as they can. Since significance is also con-
sidered, heads are sometimes removed earlier before remov-
ing modifiers. The gradual summarizations and the original
sentence are then merged into a word network. We assume
that the summarization network represents a set of sentences
which maintain the original meaning because this network
contains only word concatenations appeared in the merged
strings and does not allow choosing meaningless fragments.
When we evaluate a consolidated result, we first generate
DEL, i.e. remove the recognition errors from the consoli-
dated sentence, and choose the most similar word string to
the DEL from the network as a gold standard.

Suppose the original utterance (TRS) in Table 2 is man-
ually summarized by deleting words step by step as shown
in Table 3. These gradual summarizations can be merged
into a word network in Fig. 3. We consider all word strings
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from <s> to </s> in the network retain part of the original
meaning.

The gold standard can be selected based on Leven-
shtein distance from the network. For the recognition result
in Table 2, “blossoms in Japan bloom” is selected as the gold
standard, where all fragments as appeared in DEL are not
included. Once gradual summarizations for each transcrip-
tion are made, we can prepare the gold standard for each
ASR result automatically using the gradual summarization
network.

We note that the gradual summarization network does
not cover all word strings which retain part of the original
meaning. However, these missing word strings which pre-
serve the original meaning do not favor automatic consoli-
dation.

4.3 Evaluation Metric

To evaluate the performance of automatic consolidation, we
compare the consolidation results with the gold standard
which is extracted from gradual summarization network in
terms of similarity. We define two types of measures based
on word accuracy. One is for meaning preservation and the
other is for information preservation. We denote meaning
preservation accuracy and information preservation accu-
racy as MPAccy and IPAccy, respectively.

MPAccy shows to what degree the consolidation results pre-
serve the original meaning. The degree of preservation of
the original meaning via consolidation is evaluated by com-
paring a consolidation result and an extracted gold standard
from a gradual summarization network.

IPAccy shows how much information in the original utter-
ance is preserved. The compression ratio of the gold stan-
dards shows the upper bound of information preservation
by consolidation. Since MPAccy shows what degree of in-
formation in the gold standard can be preserved by consoli-
dation, we can see the total performance against the original
utterance using Eq. (3).

IPAccy = MPAccy ∗ CR(Gold Standard) (3)

where CR shows the compression ratio of the extracted
gold standard. Our consolidation approach cannot preserve
the same amount of information in original speech due to
recognition errors and thus IPAccy has an upper bound. On
the other hand, the consolidation has a potential to achieve
100% MPAccy.

5. Evaluation Experiments for Consolidation

5.1 Consolidation of Speech in the TED

English academic presentation speech in the TED corpus au-
tomatically transcribed using the Janus Recognition Toolkit
(JRTk) in the IWSpS was used for evaluation experiments.
Eight talks were recognized and evaluated by comparing

manual consolidations by human.

5.1.1 Experimental Condition

ASR system
Eight talks were recognized with an acoustic model trained
on 300 hours of Broadcast News (BN) data merged with
the close talking channel of meeting corpora. The acous-
tic model used 42 features and consisted of 300 k Gaus-
sians with diagonal covariances organized in 24 k distribu-
tions over 6 k codebooks [18]. The language model (LM)
used for the speech recognizer was generated by interpo-
lating a word 3-gram and a class-based 5-gram LM each
trained on BN data (160 M words) and the proceedings cor-
pus (see Sect. 2.1.3), and a 3-gram LM based on talks (60 k
words) by the TED adaptation speakers. The overall OOV
rate is 0.3% with a vocabulary size of 25000 words includ-
ing multi-words and pronunciation variants. The average
word error rate of the talks used in this paper is 33.3%.
Consolidation module
Linguistic score was calculated using BN data (160 M
words) and the proceedings corpus (17 M words). Confi-
dence score obtained from a confusion network by the ASR
system was applied. We separated the eight talks into two
sets, one is used as a development set and the other is used
as a test set, each of which consists of four talks. The best
scaling factors for consolidation scores were experimentally
determined using the development set. The test set was eval-
uated based on the best scaling factors.
Gold standard for consolidation
1-best of ASR output was manually consolidated by delet-
ing disfluent expressions and phrases which have different
meanings from the manual transcription by a human.

5.1.2 Evaluation Results

First, we investigate the accuracy of automatic consolida-
tion, and the effectiveness of each score used in the con-
solidation algorithm. Figure 4 shows the word accuracy of
consolidation results derived from 1-best ASR output in the
development set and the test set. L, C, and sp indicate the
use of linguistic score, confidence score, and skip penalty,
respectively. For example, “L+sp” shows the case where

Fig. 4 Word accuracy of consolidation results.
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Table 4 Ratio of extracted words in spoken words and ratio of correctly recognized words in consolidation results.

only a linguistic score and a skip penalty are used for con-
solidation. In both sets, “L+C+sp” gave the best accuracy.
Hence all scores defined in this paper are effective for con-
solidation. Although confidence score seems to be dominant
compared to the other scores, a high accuracy was not de-
rived using only the confidence score.

Next, we will discuss properties of the consolidation
results. Table 4 shows the ratio of the number of auto-
matically extracted words in consolidation to the number of
spoken words (Ratio%) for “L+C+sp”. We also calculated
the ratio of the correctly recognized words contained in the
consolidation results, i.e. the precision (Prec%) of in evalu-
ating the performance of removing recognition errors. We
compared three cases of manual consolidation from 1-best
ASR output (Manual/1-best), automatic consolidation from
1-best ASR output (Auto/1-best), automatic consolidation
from confusion networks (Auto/ ConfNet). For reference,
word accuracy of 1-best hypothesis in speech recognition
(ASR WACC) is also attached in the table.

In Manual/1-best, it is shown that the human subject
extracted 66.6% of spoken words in total. Since the subject
knew which words were misrecognized, the precision re-
sulted in 100%. On the other hand, as shown in Auto/1-best,
the consolidation module selected 71.1% of spoken words,
which was a similar value to that of Manual/1-best. In each
lecture, however, the ratio was not so similar. Although the
human subject tends to extract more words from the ASR
output with higher word accuracy, such a tendency did not
appear in the results of automatic consolidation.

In this experiment, we could not confirm the efficiency
of applying consolidation to confusion networks since the
result of Auto/ConfNet is almost the same as that of Auto/1-
best. However, in both cases, it is shown that the consoli-
dation method can extract accurately recognized words with
high precision of above 90%.

5.2 Consolidation of Chinese BN Speech

We applied the consolidation approach to Chinese BN
speech in RT04. To test the performance of consolida-
tion, we used 125 utterances extracted from the beginning of
297 utterances in RT04 which were recognized and consol-
idated. The manual transcription for all speech are provided
by LDC†.

5.2.1 Experimental Condition

Test set of RT04 data involves English speech within Man-

darin speech and thus some speakers were entirely misrec-
ognized. In addition, some speech data are dialogues with a
very spontaneous style.
ASR system
The ISL RT04 Mandarin Broadcast News evaluation system
using the JANUS speech recognition toolkit was applied to
the speech translation system [2]. The acoustic models were
trained using 27 hours of the Mandarin HUB4 1997 training
set and 69 hours of the TDT4 Mandarin data. 42-dimension
features after Linear Discriminant Analysis were used for
the front-end processing. The system employs a multi-
pass decoding strategy in which cross adaptation among
the syllable-based and the phone-based decoders were per-
formed.

We used several corpora for our language model (LM)
development: Mandarin Chinese News Text (LDC95T13),
TDT{2,3,4}, Xinhua News, People’s Daily and China Radio
respectively are contained in the Mandarin Gigaword corpus
and the HUB4 1997 acoustic training transcript. The vocab-
ulary size is 63 K words. Confusion word networks were
given to the consolidation system.

The character and word errors of our ASR system were
21.2% and 46.8%, respectively. The word accuracy was af-
fected by mismatches of word segmentation between ASR
output and manual transcription.
Consolidation module
Language model used in the ASR system was applied to
consolidation. Since the performance of consolidation us-
ing 1-best ASR results was almost the same as that using
confusion network, we consolidated 1-best ASR results for
this task.
Gold standard for consolidation
To generate gold standards for consolidation, a human grad-
ually summarizes manual transcription by deleting words as
described in Sect. 4.1. The most similar word string was
extracted from a gradual summarization network as a gold
standard for each ASR result.

5.2.2 Evaluation Result

Figure 5 shows the results of the intrinsic evaluation based
on character. The compression ratio of the consolidation is
almost the same as the gold standard. The consolidation
approach worked well to detect the length automatically.

IPAccy indicates that consolidation preserved more

†http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=
LDC2005S16
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Fig. 5 Performance of consolidation of Chinese BN based on character.

Fig. 6 Consolidation-based speech translation system.

original information than the ASR results did. MPAccy of
the ASR results was 77.2%; our consolidation approach
achieved 79.2% MPAccy. To evaluate how many recog-
nition errors are removed from ASR results, the reduction
ratio of speech recognition errors were calculated. 42.4%
of insertion and substitution errors in the ASR output were
removed by consolidation. Our consolidation achieved a
higher MPAccy and a higher reduction ratio of recognition
errors than those for the ASR output.

These results show that our consolidation approach can
extract a set of phrases which preserve the original meaning
by excluding fragments and recognition errors.

6. Consolidation Based Speech Translation

To alleviate the degradation of the performance of speech
translation, we proposed a new approach to translate ASR
results through consolidation. To test whether the consol-
idation function can contribute to the quality of machine
translation or not, we translated the consolidation results of
Chinese BN speech to English text. Our system is designed
as ASR [18], speech consolidation (SPCON) [19] and statis-
tical MT (SMT) systems [20], [21] are cascaded in Fig. 6.

7. Evaluation Framework for Consolidation-Based
Speech Translation

The whole cascaded system of ASR, consolidation and MT
systems is evaluated in terms of how much consolidation
can enhance the performance of speech translation. Since
consolidation results missed some phrases in speech, we
cannot evaluate the real contribution by consolidation when
comparing with references in which all words in the source
speech are translated. To evaluate partial translation based
on consolidation, we need manual translations for each par-
tial transcription.

Table 5 Example of synchronous gradual summarization.

7.1 Gold Standard Based on Synchronous Gradual Sum-
marization

The ideal gold standards for consolidation-based speech
translation are manual translations of all “part of phrases”
which retain part of the original meaning in speech. To
obtain translation of “part of phrases”, the bilingual trans-
lator generates one manual translation in response to each
utterance in the source side and then gradually summarizes
both the source and target sides by extracting words syn-
chronously. Table 5 shows an example of a process to gen-
erate synchronous gradual summarizations.

A set of words, “A B C D E F”, in the source side is
translated into a set of words, “d f e c b a”, in the target
side in this example. The transcription and its translation
are gradually summarized according to 3 steps. Each set of
gradual summarizations of both sides has the same meaning.
We received multiple manual translations of various lengths.
To cover more word strings which preserve part of the origi-
nal meaning in the manual translations, the gradual summa-
rizations of the manual translations were merged into a word
network as described in Sect. 4.1. A set of words minimiz-
ing errors based on the Levenshtein distance is extracted for
each consolidation-based translation. We use the extracted
string as a gold standard for consolidation and evaluated the
similarity between it and the consolidation-based MT.

7.2 Evaluation Metric

The performance of the consolidation-based MT results
were evaluated using the BLEU and MPAccy described in
Sect. 4.3.

8. Evaluation Experiment for Consolidation Based MT

8.1 Experimental Condition

Test set is RT04 consisting of 297 utterances segmented for
evaluation. We translated the consolidation results reported
in Sect. 5.2.
Synchronous gradual summarization
To generate gold standards for consolidation and
consolidation-based MT, the bilingual translator translated
the 125 Chinese manual transcriptions into English text and
then gradually summarized both the Chinese and English
sides by extracting words synchronously. The Chinese grad-
ual summarization was used in the intrinsic evaluation for
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Table 6 Data used for phrase alignment model.

the consolidation accuracy in Sect. 5 and the English grad-
ual summarization was used in the extrinsic evaluation for
the consolidation-based translation.
Gold standard for consolidation-based translation
We prepare three types of references for MT, i.e., one ref-
erence which is a manual translation for each manual tran-
scription and multiple references which are manual trans-
lations for all gradual summarizations. To prepare refer-
ences for consolidation-based MT, the gradual summariza-
tion in the target side are merged into a word network. A
set of words maximizing word accuracy is extracted from
the gradual summarization network by comparing it with
consolidation-based MT. The length of the extracted word
string is almost the same as that of the consolidation-based
MT. We set the extracted word string as a certain reference.
Statistical Machine Translation system
Manual transcription of speech and recognition results were
translated using the CMU SMT system based on phrase-to-
phrase translations [20]. The experimental conditions were
as follows:
Phrase alignment model:
760,471 sentence pairs were sub-sampled for the TIDES
’02, ’03 and ’04 test sets from a 200 million words paral-
lel corpus. The feature of data is listed in Table 6. Phrase
table contains 1,666,428 entries ranging from 1-gram to 10-
gram on the source side. There are eight score functions for
each phrase pair [21].
Baseline performance using Chinese newspaper text:
The SMT system was constructed for translating Chinese
newspaper text. The test sets provided in TIDES ’02 can be
translated with BLEU=27.22 (length penalty=1) and NIST=
8.7143 (length penalty=0.9942).
MT Performance for Manual transcription:
We split 297 utterances into 627 sentences based on full
stops inserted by a human, which are different from the ASR
1-best segmentations. The final best scores we obtained is
BLEU=9.85 (length penalty=0.995, Ratio of target against
source=0.995). We also translated original utterance includ-
ing multiple sentences. The scores were BLEU=8.59 and
NIST=4.2730. These scores were slightly lower than those
of segmentation based on sentences.

The evaluation results show the poor MT performance.
The approach is not sufficient to accomplish the correct
translation. In addition, it is difficult to cover all gold stan-
dards for the MT. There remains a large difference between
manual translation and MT, which is mainly based on word-
to-word translation, although our translator tried to translate
word-to-word.

Even when each utterance was split into ideal sen-
tences, the performance for translating BN was drastically
degraded in comparison with translating a newspaper text.

Table 7 Out-of-vocabulary rate and perplexity.

Fig. 7 Performance of machine translation.

The degradation was caused by model mismatch between
training data and test data.
MT Performance for ASR output:
Speech recognition output with 21.2 % character error rate
was translated with BLEU=8.20 and NIST=4.1425. The
difference between translating the manual transcription and
the ASR output is not significant. The results show that the
degradation of the performance of translating BN against
translating newspaper text is mainly caused by mismatch
features in the model between BN and newspaper text. Ta-
ble 7 lists out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate and perplexity (PP)
for each test sets.

The OOV and PP for the source side is calculated using
a trigram of the source text in the parallel corpus for the
alignment model and those for the target side is calculated
using a trigram used in the SMT decoder. The vocabulary
size of the source side (Chinese) is 107,829 and that of the
target side (English) is 104,351.

8.2 Evaluation Result

Figure 7 shows the extrinsic evaluation for consolidation-
based MT. The MT of the manual transcription, the ASR
results, and the consolidation with and without language
model score were evaluated. The lengths of the MT of the
manual transcription, the ASR output, and the consolidation
result were 74%, 67%, and 60% of the manual translation of
the manual transcription, respectively.

We evaluated the MT based on BLEU (N=4) using one
reference. There was no difference among the MT with or
without consolidation. The BLEU using all gradual sum-
marizations with different lengths shows that the consolida-
tion contributed to enhance the MT performance. However,
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that of the MT of the manual transcription was not evaluated
well. MPAccy using a certain reference for the MT extracted
from the gradual summarization network shows the MT per-
formance was enhanced by the consolidation.

8.3 Discussion

Figure 6 in Sect. 5.2 shows that the consolidation preserved
part of the meanings of the original speech excluding the
errors, but the BLEU using one reference does not show a
difference in the MT performance between the ASR output
and the gold standard for consolidation in Fig. 7. This is
because the partial translations are not counted as a correct
translation even if the partial translation preserves part of
the original meaning. When we used each gradual summa-
rizations as multiple references, the BLEU was increased by
the consolidation. However, the BLEU of the manual tran-
scription was lower than those of others. There is a prob-
lem in the evaluation based on BLEU using multiple ref-
erences with various lengths. The precision-based BLEU
for shorter translations tend to be higher than that of longer
translations. To give a penalty to precision for shorter trans-
lations, BLEU is penalized by length of references when hy-
potheses are shorter than references. When we considered
multiple references with various lengths, all translations can
find references which have the same length or similar length
and thus the penalty for length given for BLEU does not
work well. The results just show that the “longer” transla-
tions resulted in “lower” precision. On the other hand, the
translations of the manual transcriptions were fairly evalu-
ated by MPAccy using the gradual summarization network.
We confirmed that our proposed method (CON confidence
+LM+sp+LM) outperformed the direct translation of ASR
result (ASR output) in MPAccy score, where the signifi-
cance level was 0.05. To test the statistical significance, we
assumed that the upper bound of MPAccy score was that
of the translation result for manual transcriptions since the
MPAccy score of consolidation-based translation is not prin-
cipally beyond the upper bound. The results of MPAccy
show that the consolidation enhanced the performance of
MT, while the IPAccy of the consolidation-based translation
is almost the same as that of the ASR results. This means
consolidation can preserve more meaningful phrases even
some information is missed.

9. Conclusion

This paper proposes a new approach to speech translation
through speech consolidation. To evaluation consolida-
tion and consolidation-based speech translation, this paper
proposes an evaluation framework using gradual summa-
rization networks and evaluation metrics i.e., IPAccy and
MPAccy.

TED speech was recognized and consolidated. The
RT04 Mandarin Broadcast News speech was recognized,
consolidated and translated into English text. We confirmed
that our consolidation approach can extract a set of phrases

Fig. 8 Consolidation-based speech translation on confusion network.

which preserve the original meaning by excluding fragments
and recognition errors. Furthermore, MT performance is en-
hanced by the consolidation. MPAccy using multiple refer-
ences consisting of gradual summarizations of manual trans-
lation is capable of evaluating consolidation-based MT rea-
sonably. We used consolidation of 1-best ASR results for
speech translation for Chinese BN because there is no sig-
nificant difference between 1-best and confusion network
translation for TED speech.

Recently, speech translation is done on confusion net-
works (CN) obtained by ASR systems [25] since CN is com-
pact and capable to keep multiple hypotheses [24]. Word re-
ordering in MT using a CN is much easier than that using an
ASR word lattice. Since the performance of CN consolida-
tion is comparable with 1-best consolidation, we can use CN
consolidation and CN translation without degradation from
translation using 1-best consolidation. We can integrate CN
consolidation directly into MT systems that translate from
CN. This approach has a potential to select more reliable
and meaningful phrases on the source side and reordering
more combinations of word sets on the target side simulta-
neously. The hierarchical integration of ASR, SPCON and
SMT shown in Fig. 6 can be modified as shown in Fig. 8.

This integration can be done as follows:

T̂ = arg max
T

P (T |O )

= arg max
T

∑
S CON

∑
W

P (T |S CON ,W,O ) P (S CON |W,O )

· P (W |O )

≈ arg max
T

∑
S CON

∑
W

P (T |S CON ) P (S CON |W ) P (W |O )

≈ arg max
T

[
max

S CON ,W
P (T ) P (S CON |T ) P (S CON |W )

· P (W) P (O |W )

]
(4)

O : Speech input of source language (observed)
W : ASR result of the source language
S con : Consolidated source language
T : Target Language (translation result)
P(O|W) : Acoustic model (speech recognition)
P(W) : Language model (source language)
P(S CON |W) : Consolidation model
P(S |T ) : Translation model
P(T ) : Language model (in target language)

Currently, speech translation for unrestricted do-
main has been much more intensively researched in
the Global Autonomous Language Exploitation (GALE)
projects funded by DARPA, which attempts to combine
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speech recognition technologies with large speech and tran-
scription corpora developed in the DARPA Speech Recog-
nition Workshop and text translation technologies and par-
allel corpora developed in the TIDES projects. The GALE
project has made publicly available huge corpora. However,
28% MPAccy for the MT of the manual transcription in our
results indicates that translating Chinese speech into English
text is still a very difficult, even if we can use large bilingual
news corpora and the large speech data and manual tran-
scriptions. To enhance the performance of speech transla-
tion, we need to solve problems in machine translation itself
i.e., word reordering in translating language pairs with dif-
ferent syntactic structures and evaluation problems due to
coverage of gold standards.
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Appendix A: Algorithm of Confusion Network Based
Consolidation

First we define a notation used in the algorithm:

f , g, h : A partial consolidated sentence hy-
pothesis that has members of the score
(score), the word sequence (words),
and the position of the confusion set
that the last word of the hypothesis is
included (pos).

F,G,H,H′: Hypothesis list that contains hypothe-
ses.

Ĥ : Hypothesis list that contains complete
hypotheses.

ĥ : The best consolidated sentence hy-
pothesis.

Generate(): function that generates a new hypothe-
sis.

Insert(H, h): Function that inserts h into H.
Move(H, F): Function that moves all hypotheses in

F to H.
ExpandHypo(h): Function that generates a list of new

hypotheses by adding each word that
can succeed h.

CFNet(n): Function that returns the n-th confu-
sion set of words in the confusion net-
work.

Second we describe the main procedure of the algorithm:

// Main procedure
begin

h := Generate( )
h. words := “<s>”
h.pos := 1
h.score := 0
Insert(H, h)
while H is not empty do begin

foreach h ∈ H do begin
F := ExpandHypo(h)
foreach f ∈ F do begin

if f.pos = N then // Is f a complete hypo?
Insert(Ĥ, f )

else
Insert(H′, f )

end
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end
H:= H′
H′ := φ // clear all hypotheses in H′

end
ĥ := max

h∈Ĥ
h.score

end

ĥ.words is the most likely consolidation result. For simpli-
fication, a pruning step is omitted in the above description.

Finally we show the procedure of ExpandHypo(h) that
generates a list of new hypotheses according to the current
hypothesis h and a given confusion network:

function ExpandHypo( h )
begin

for n:=h.pos+1 to N do begin
foreach w ∈ CFNet(n) do begin

f := Generate( )
f.pos := n
if w = “@” then

f.words := h.words
f.score := h.score + λCC(n,“@”)
F:= ExpandHypo( f )
Move(G, F)

else
f.words := h.words + w

f.score := h.score + λLL(w|h.words)
+ λCC(n, w) + sp*d(h, w) + ip

Insert (G, f )
endif

end
end
return G

end

where the confidence score C(w) is extended to C(n,w) for
using a confusion network, that indicates a logarithmic value
of a posterior probability for word w in the n-th confusion
set; d(h,w) is a function that returns the number of skipped
words between the last word of h and word w.

To improve search efficiency, in Insert(H,h) and
Move(H,F), redundant hypotheses can be removed from the
list. If there are multiple hypotheses which have reached the
same position and whose last two words are identical, it is
enough to retain only one hypothesis which has the maxi-
mum score among them in the list. For finding only the best
complete hypothesis, it is not necessary to keep such redun-
dant hypotheses. Since a trigram probability applied to the
next word of the current hypothesis depends only on the last
two words of the hypothesis, only the best hypothesis in the
two-word context has a chance to be the best complete hy-
pothesis i.e. the consolidation result in the future.

Appendix B: Example of Gradual Summarization

第十五届中美商　　　　委会　　行双方　　署八　　　　　　和　　文。

The Fifteenth China-US Commerce and Trade Coordina-
tive Commission was held with eight agreements signed and
notes exchanged by the two parties.

中美商　　　　委会　　行双方　　署八　　　　　　和　　文。
The China-US Commerce and Trade Coordinative Commis-
sion was held with eight agreements signed and notes ex-
changed by the two parties.

中美商　　　　委会　　行双方　　署　　　　和　　文。
The China-US Commerce and Trade Coordinative Commis-
sion was held with agreements signed and notes exchanged
by the two parties.

中美商　　　　委会　　行　　署　　　　和　　文。
The China-US Commerce and Trade Coordinative Commis-
sion was held with agreements signed and notes exchanged.

中美商　　　　委会　　行　　署　　　　。
The China-US Commerce and Trade Coordinative Commis-
sion was held with agreements signed.

中美商　　　　委会　　行。
The China-US Commerce and Trade Coordinative Commis-
sion was held.

中美商　　　　委会。
The China-US Commerce and Trade Coordinative Commis-
sion.
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